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The plasma position and shaping, and the plasma current are controlled by poloidal field

(PF) coils consisting of superconductor, and the fast plasma postion change is controlled by in-

vessel coils consisting of normal conductor on recent tokamaks. The coil current response for

the voltage command value depends on the time constant of the coil. The in-vessel coils have

a much faster coil current response than PF coils due to the short time constant. Therefore, the

decoupling control between in-vessel coils and PF coils respecting each coil current response

must be established. In this study, we introduce the issues given by the coupling of in-vessel

and PF coils controls and demonstrate the improved control by the decoupling. In JT-60SA, two

in-vessels coils which are called the fast plasma position control (FPPC) coils are going to be

installed [1], and the control logic for FPPC coils has been developed [2]. Each coil is connected

to the power supply so that the coil voltage could be controlled individually. Thus, the plasma

shape/plasma current controller employs the ISO-FLUX scheme so that the magnetic fluxes on

the controlling point could be identical to the reference value. In the ISO-FLUX scheme, FPPC

coils can control not only the vertical direction but also the horizontal direction.

Figure 1: The time evolu-

tion of R, Z of magnetic

axis, the error length be-

tween LCFS, PF, and FPPC

coil current.

The two control methods of proportional (P) control and the

differential (D) control were applied for FPPC coil control in the

plasma current ramp-up as shown in Figure. 1. P control can rapidly

reduce the error at the initial, whereas it causes the coupling with PF

control by the differential of response. On the other hand, D control

slowly reduces the error, whereas it enables FPPC coils to decou-

ple from PF coils. In order to take advantage of the strength of P

component for fast position control, and ease of decoupling by D

control, FPPC coils should control the high-frequency part of the

P component. We will explain in the conference that high-pass P

control combined with D control accomplishes the decoupling and

works better for control than the conventional P or D control only.
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